
Click your way to hassle free 

       XBRL filings from your desktop!!!

iFile Lite is a desktop based, easy to use application developed by IRIS, India's 

leading XBRL company, to help companies meet the Ministry of Corporate Affairs' 

(MCA) mandate for filing their Annual Financial Statements, Cost Audit and 

Compliance reports in the XBRL format.

Based on Microsoft Excel, it makes available predefined regulatory compliant 

templates for capturing data. The output generated is in XBRL format and ready to 

be filed with MCA. The application is simple to install and a delight to use.

§Based on Microsoft Excel

§Option to upload Source document in .xls/.xslx or 

.doc/.docx  format 

§Color coded interface and toggle feature for navigation

§Error prevention and detection tools

§Auto calculation of totals and sub-totals

§Ability to check the output document at any point of time

§Dimension table compliant

§Annual Accounts, Cost Audit & Compliance Reports 

§Single tool for your XBRL financial and cost reporting needs

§Auto tagging from your source documents

§Spreadsheet interface with error prevention and detection tools

§MCA Compliant Reports

§Ideal for intermediaries or companies with multiple subsidiaries

Features

XBRLize in 

3 simple steps

Step 1
Download the 

full version of 

iFile Lite for FREE

Step 2
Fill in all your 

financial 

information

Step 3
Buy iFile Lite, generate 

your XBRL document 

and file with the MCA



With over seven years of experience in the XBRL space, 

IRIS is India's leading provider of XBRL based solutions 

and services and a direct member of XBRL International. 

IRIS has been implementing XBRL solutions and services 

across the globe, and is associated with all XBRL 

implementation in India till date. IRIS has played a 

pioneering role in the XBRL adoption history of India, 

implementing XBRL solutions for the RBI, SEBI, BSE and 

the NSE. IRIS also has played a key role in developing the 

XBRL taxonomies for the ICAI, Reserve Bank of India, SEBI 

as well as the MCA itself. 

The desktop-based spreadsheet 

plug-in allows the user to upload 

the financial data directly from the 

source file to generate XBRL filings 

for annual financials, cost audits 

and compliance reports. Moreover, 

with auto-tagging feature the user 

can automatically map the 

financial data to the taxonomy 

from the source document.

The application comes with a color-coded interface and toggle feature that makes the 

navigation easy for the user. In addition, a default computation feature is available in the 

spreadsheets that allows auto-calculation of sub-totals and totals. Moreover, in- built 

error -detection and prevention tools would prompt the user for any inconsistencies, 

inaccuracies or deviations in data input. iFile Lite application also comes with a 

validation tool to ensure conformance to XBRL 2.1 specifications.

Product Description About IRIS 

Software Requirements

Operating System:  MS Windows 7/Vista/XP.

 MS Office:  MS Excel 2003/2007/2010 

MS .Net Framework 3.5 sp1 

Online Purchase

http://ifileweb.com

For more details visit:

www.irisbusiness.com

For any questions, please contact:

Arup Ganguly 

Mail: arup.g@irisbusiness.com 

Call: +91 22 67231010


